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TERATO
BUSINESS
OVERVIEW
Terato Global LLC., is transforming the emerging markets
of Healthcare and e-Commerce sanctioned with
Blockchain, artificial Intelligence, Big-Data, AI, Data
analytics, Machine Learning Algorithms and Compliant
Securities. Terato Ecosystem is expanding dramatically
and allowing people to understand the concept of
one-stop Data Science by providing enterprise business
solutions. Moreover Terato is applying blockchain
technology, emerged as a fascinating technology and
provides compelling properties about data integrity. It’s
meant to face data integrity frauds which seems to be
natural choice towards practical feasibility of any
blockchain based solutions.
In the year 2008 with the introduction of blockchain
technology businesses are getting lots more
opportunities to grow fast without any risk of facing fraud
or counterfeit. Terato’s digital currency will help you to
transfer the data and secure online payments. Other
features of blockchain include transparency, decentralization and immutability due to which business sectors and
domains are implementing this technology all across the
world. One such industry that’s leading the way in
exploring the potential of blockchain is the banking and
finance industry.

HISTORY
OF TERATO
GLOBAL LLC
Terato Global LLC., is transforming the emerging markets of
Healthcare and e-Commerce sanctioned with Blockchain,
artificial Intelligence, Big-Data, AI, Data analytics, Machine
Learning Algorithms and Compliant Securities. Terato
Ecosystem is expanding dramatically and allowing people to
understand the concept of one-stop Data Science by
providing enterprise business solutions. Moreover Terato is
applying blockchain technology, emerged as a fascinating
technology and provides compelling properties about data
integrity. It’s meant to face data integrity frauds which seems
to be natural choice towards practical feasibility of any
blockchain based solutions.
In the year 2008 with the introduction of blockchain technology businesses are getting lots more opportunities to grow fast
without any risk of facing fraud or counterfeit. Terato’s digital
currency will help you to transfer the data and secure online
payments. Other features of blockchain include transparency,
decentralization and immutability due to which business
sectors and domains are implementing this technology all
across the world. One such industry that’s leading the way in
exploring the potential of blockchain is the banking and
finance industry.

BUSINESS PLAN
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Terato Global LLC., is highly competitive US based
company with its clientele base in the global market that’s
not restricted in Vietnam. Trent artridge is the founder of
Terato Global LLC. We have highly qualified and experienced back office staff members hired through training that’s
required for the position to meet the expectations of the
company. At Terato Global LLC., we prefer to work in the
best interest of our clients by following principles guided by
our professional values and ethics. We ensure to meet the
highest standards according to our client&#39;s needs and
requirements. We are cultivating the best working environment with a
sustainable approach to employees. Basically, Terato is empowering people to avail the advantages of
making secured transactions for online blockchain marketplace, Healthcare Solutions, Enterprise Academy and
Blockchain Payment Solution (T-point App).

TERATO’S VISION,
MISSION AND VALUE

TERATO’s Vision:
Terato&#39;s Vision is to be the leading enterprise business group in
Asian market, providing cognitive technologies solutions like; Big
Data, AI, IoT, Blockchain-as-a- service, strategic business intelligence
and a wealth of blockchain services and products to companies seeking to leverage blockchain in their core business strategy.

TERATO’s Mission:
Terato’s mission is to revolutionize the way disruptive ecommerce and
Biotech technologies aimed to launch to the mass-market in 4.0
industrial revolution.

TERATO’s Value:

Inclusive
We embrace diversity in all of its forms and believe in equal treatment
across all people and ideas. We seek to bring multiple viewpoints to
every discussion, debate them, and move forward with unity. Though
we span multiple locations, we are one company.
Growing
We continually expand our understanding of the industry and our
professions so that we can delight our customers both today and in
the future. We celebrate our successes, take ownership of our
mistakes, and always strive to improve.

Terato’s value is to enhance Reality, Security, Privacy, Sustainability
and Scalability:

Humble
We don’t brag, take solo credit for our team’s work or point fingers at
failure. We encourage healthy debates and strive for commitment and
clarity over winning arguments or getting our own way.

Motivated
We are driven. We commit to ambitious goals and hold ourselves and
each other accountable for achieving them. We have high standards
for all of our deliverables and engagements. We make crisp decisions,
follow plans, and
iterate based on frequent feedback from our customers.

Transparent
We share the data and context needed for others to fully understand
what they are working on, why they are working on it, how success is
measured, and how it is performing. We share this information freely
within the company, and we don’t build silos.

TERATO’S BUSINESS
STRUCTURE

Terato Global LLC., is highly competitive US based company Terato working in Global LLC., is well aware of the importance of building a solid business structure that can support the picture of the kind of world class business we want to own. This is why we are committed to only hiring the best hands within our area
of operations. We also have an amazing Merchant Panel used by highly successful merchant selling their products and services. We are constantly bringing
in new merchants and expanding our network.
At Terato Global LLC., we will ensure that we hire people most
qualified for the position, are hardworking, and creative. Our staff Executive must be a results
driven, customer centric, and are ready to work and help build a prosperous business that will benefit all the stakeholders (the owners, workforce, marketers
and customers).
We will also offer a profit-sharing arrangement to all of our senior management staff and it will be based on their performance for a period of five years or more
as agreed on by the board of trustees of the company. In view of the above, we have decided to hire qualified and competent hands to occupy the following positions;

Chief Executive Officer

Human Resources and
Admin manager

Freelance Marketer

Sales and Marketing

Accountant

Creative Manager

Client Servise executive/Call
Center Agents

Chief Executive Officer:
Increases management's effectiveness by recruiting, selecting,
orienting, training, coaching, counseling, and disciplining managers;
communicating values, strategies, and
objectives; assigning
accountabilities; planning, monitoring, and appraising job results;
developing incentives; developing a climate for offering information
and opinions; providing educational opportunities.
Responsible for providing direction for the business
Creates, communicates, and implements the organization's vision,
mission, and overall direction — i.e. leading the development and
implementation of the overall organization's strategy.
Responsible for signing checks and documents on behalf of the company.
Evaluates the success of the organization.

Creative Director:
Serves as project manager of the organization; works directly with the
product manufacturing team and the marketing team.
Responsible for designing concepts and winning business proposals
for the organization.
Develops strategic plan by studying technological and financial
opportunities; presenting assumptions; recommending objectives.
Accomplishes subsidiary objectives by establishing plans, budgets,
and results measurements; allocating resources; reviewing progress;
making mid-course corrections.
Coordinates efforts by establishing procurement, production,
marketing, field, and technical services policies and practices;
coordinating actions with corporate staff.
Builds company image by collaborating with customers, government,
community organizations, and employees; enforcing ethical business
practices.
Maintains quality service by establishing and enforcing organization

standards.
Maintains professional and technical knowledge by attending
educational workshops; reviewing professional publications;
establishing personal networks contacts, professional societies.
Makes certain that operations and marketing department perform
efficiently, coordinate employee efforts, and facilitate communications
between management and employees.
Part of the team responsible for training marketers/freelance
marketers.
Ensures that the organization work in line with international best
practices.

Human Resources and Admin Manager:
Responsible for overseeing the smooth running of HR and
administrative tasks for the organization.
Designs job descriptions with KPI to drive performance management
for clients.
Regularly hold meetings with key stakeholders to review the
effectiveness of HR Policies, Procedures and Processes.
Maintains office supplies by checking stocks; placing and expediting
orders; evaluating new products.
Ensures operation of equipment by completing preventive
maintenance requirements; calling for repairs.
Defines job positions for recruitment and managing interviewing
process.
Carrying out staff induction for new team members.
Responsible for training, evaluation and assessment of employees.
Responsible for arranging travel, meetings and appointments.
Updates job knowledge by participating in educational opportunities;
reading professional publications; maintaining personal contacts;
participating in professional organizations.
Oversees the smooth running of the daily back office activities.

Sales and Marketing Executive:
Manages external research and coordinate all the internal sources of
information to retain the organizations&#39; best customers and
attract new ones.
Models demographic information and analyze the volumes of
transactional data generated by customer.
Identifies development opportunities; follows up on development
leads and contacts; participates in the structuring and financing of
projects; assures the completion of development projects.
Writes winning proposal documents, negotiate fees and rates in line
with organizations’ policy feasibility studies for clients.
Responsible for supervising implementation, advocate for the
customer’s needs, and communicate with clients.
Develops, executes and evaluates new plans for expanding increase
sales.
Creates new markets cum businesses for the organization.
Part of the team responsible for training marketers/freelance
marketers.
Empower and motivate the sales team to meet and surpass agreed
targets.

Accountant / Cashier:
Responsible for preparing financial reports, budgets, and financial
statements for the organization.
Provides management with financial analyses, development budgets,
and accounting reports; analyzes financial feasibility for the most
complex proposed projects; conducts market research to forecast
trends and business conditions.
Responsible for financial forecasting and risk analysis.
Performs cash management, general ledger accounting, and
financial reporting for one or more properties.
Responsible for developing and managing financial systems and
policies.

Responsible for administering payrolls.
Ensures compliance with taxation legislation.
Handles all financial transactions for Terato Global LLC.
Serves as an internal auditor for Terato Global LLC.

Client Service Executive / Call Center
Agents:
Welcomes clients and potential clients by greeting them in person,
online or on the telephone; answering or directing inquiries.
Ensures that all contacts with clients (e-mail, walk-In center, SMS or
phone) provides the client with a personalized customer service
experience of the highest level.
Through interaction with clients on the phone, uses every opportunity
to build client’s interest in the company&#39;s products and services.
Manages administrative duties assigned by the creative director in an
effective and timely manner.
Consistently stays abreast of any new information on the
organizations’ products, promotional campaigns etc. to ensure
Accurate and helpful information is supplied to clients when they
make enquiries.

BUSINESS PLAN -

SWOT ANALYSIS
Terato Global LLC., is a leading enterprise business group, based in New York, U.S.A run by the board of directors including Mr. Trent and 26 leading industry
experts from 6 different countries. Terato is a token, issued with 68,000,000 Tera in reserve. Terato&#39;s core business is based on digital currency formulated
as payment currency leveraging community. Terato is building disruptive ecosystem based on cognitive technologies.
Terato’s management collaborate with experienced business consultants to conduct a SWOT analysis for Terato Global LLC. Here we are sharing a summary
from the results of the SWOT analysis that was conducted on behalf of Terato Global LLC.:

1. STRENGTH:
Strength of Terato Global LLC lies in the power of our team; our
workforce. We have a team of creative, result driven and highly
proficient marketing expert, a team with excellent qualifications and
experience various niche areas in the marketing agencies industry
and other related industries.
Aside from the synergy that exist in our carefully selected back office
staff members and marketing experts, our products are easily
marketable and our reward system is one of the easiest amongst
other marketing companies and will be guided by best practices in the
industry.
2. WEAKNESSES:
Terato Global LLC., based in New York, U.S.A might take some time
to break into the market and gain acceptance especially from top
experienced marketers in the already saturated and highly competitive industry; that’s included in our major weakness.
Another weakness is that we may not have the required resources to
pump into promoting our business the way we would want to.
3. OPPORTUNITIES:
No doubt, the opportunities available in the marketing industry is
massive especially when you are ready to play by the books and also
considering the number of individuals who would not only want to

make use of our cosmetic products, but would also want to make
money by selling the products as independent marketers, recruiting
down the lines, building a robust system and earning good
commission from doing the same. As a standard business Enterprise,
we are ready to take advantage of any opportunity that is available in
the industry.

4. THREATS:
Aside from unfavorable government policies, just like any other business, one of the major threats that we are likely going to face is
economic downturn. It is a fact that economic downturn affects
purchasing / spending power.
Another threat that may likely confront us is the arrival of a marketing
company or even a company retailing same cosmetic products like us
in the same location where our target market exist and who may want
to adopt the same business model like us.

BUSINESS PLAN -

MARKET ANALYSIS

1. MARKET TRENDS
If you are familiar with marketing business, then surely you will agree
that it’s quite challenging to survive in localities. As a matter of fact,
most people still see marketing companies as difficult to comprehend
with a very difficult reward system.
In view of that, most marketing companies are trying as much as they
can to make people believe they are genuine and are out there not
just to make profits, but also to help people. People who are working
under their marketing scheme can easily make additional income
without becoming a full time employee of the organization.
Another notable trend in the marketing industry is to go beyond giving
the commissions to markets under their company when they sell their
products or recruit people, but they should encourage them by
rewarding people with mouthwatering gifts when they hit a milestone.
Such gifts go beyond electronics, and cars at all. Some of them win all
expenses paid trips to notable tourist destinations as a result of their
work.
This is one of the reasons why no marketing company survives
without constantly throwing out promos that encourage and motivate
the team to continue to perform thereby creating a win — win situation
for the company and of course for the marketing experts.
2. OUR TARGET MARKET
Before starting enterprise business group, we are certain that there

are loads of people out there; employed and unemployed who want to
make money and get their life going or make additional income from
a business that’s flexible.
In view of that, we have created strategies that will enable us to reach
out to people who stay home just like housewives, students, or old
people who are interested in making a cool cash by using our
products, by referring or selling the products.
We have conducted our market research and survey and we will
ensure that we meet and surpass the expectations of our clients
below is a list of the people and
organizations that we have specifically market our product and
marketing services
to;
• Unemployed people
• Employed people
• Corporate executives
• Students
• Business men and Business women
• Work from home moms
• A high-yield investment
• Entrepreneurs and startup companies

BUSINESS PLAN –

SALES AND MARKETING
STRATEGY

We are mindful of the fact that there is stiffer competition in the
marketing industry; hence we have been able to hire some of the best
marketing experts tohandle our sales and marketing concerns. Our
sales and marketing team will be recruited based on their vast experience of the marketing industry and they will be trained on a regular
basis so as to be well equipped to meet their targets and the overall
business goal of Terato Global LLC
Our corporate goal is to grow Terato Global LLC. So that it will
become one of the leading business Enterprise present in the United
States of America and the world at large have mapped out strategy
that help us take advantage of the available market and grow to
become a major force to reckon with not only in the United States of
America but also in other parts of the world. Terato Global LLC,. is set
to make use of the following marketing and sales strategies to attract
marketing experts:
Introduce our marketing company by sending introductory letters
alongside our brochure to individuals, unemployed, businessmen and
business women, students, religious organizations high-yield investment and key stakeholders.
Advertise our business in relevant business magazines, newspapers,
and other media platforms. List our business on yellow pages ads
(local directories)
Attend relevant international and local expos, seminars, and business
fairs.

Create different packages for different category of clients in order to
work with their budgets and still accommodate them in our Leverage
on the internet to promote our business.
Engage in direct marketing approach.
Encourage word of mouth marketing from loyal and satisfied marketing experts.

TERATO

COLLABORATIVE
CONSUMPTION

Promoting sustainable consumption and production are important
aspects of sustainable development, which depends on achieving
long-term economic growth that is consistent with environmental and
social needs.

Likewise, if you can rent or share expensive tools or equipment that
you only use for special projects, your tool shed or garage won&#39;t
be as attractive a target for thieves.
2. More Adaptable Businesses

More Ways to Earn and Save Money Terato Collaborative
consumption offers economic benefits for everyone involved. For
example If you&#39;re using your car as a ridesharing vehicle, renting
out your house when you&#39;re not home, or participating in an
affiliate campaign in exchange for equity, you&#39;re unlocking value
in something you already own or do.
If you are on the other side of these arrangements, you may eliminate the cost of car ownership, reduce your travel expenses, and
secure valuable financial support for a new business idea that may
not have been fundable otherwise.
Other sharing functions, such as coworking spaces and task
marketplaces, may be cheaper than their traditional counterparts. In
all cases, the sharing economy either saves money or provides
income for its participants.
1. Don’t Worry About Valuable Possessions and Obligations
If you can get more of what you need through the sharing economy,
you may be able to live a leaner existence that requires fewer valuable
possessions — and fewer worries about them. For instance, if you live
in a city and only need to drive a few times per month, a car may be
unnecessary. Not having to deal with car insurance, maintenance
issues, and potential thieves could be a big benefit.

Despite its increased prominence and continued growth, the sharing
economy has a promising future. It&#39;s more likely to force existing
industries to become more like the collaborative platforms like
TERATO that challenge them, with potential benefits for everyone
involved.
3. Low Minimum Qualifications
If a company requires minimum monthly purchases of its distributors,
the minimums should be kept low. There is no bright line test as to
what constitutes a “high” or a “low” purchase requirement, but a strong
dose of common sense should be used. TERATO’S minimum quotas
low enough so that the products can realistically be sold at retail
before the distributor must purchase the next month’s inventory.
Sustainable Consumption Definition
Sustainable consumption is the consumption of goods and services
that have minimal impact upon the environment, are socially equitable
and economically viable whilst meeting the basic needs of humans,
worldwide. Sustainable consumption targets everyone, across all
sectors and all nations, from the individual to governments and
multinational conglomerates

BUSINESS GROWTH:

SUSTAINABILITY &
EXPANSION STRATEGY

The future of a business lies in the numbers of loyal customers that
they have the capacity and competence of the employees, their
investment strategy and the business structure. If all of these factors
are missing from a business (company), then it won&#39;t be too
long before the business close shop. One of our major goals of starting Terato Global LLC., is to build a business that will survive off its
own cash flow without the need for injecting finance from external
sources once the business is officially running.
We know that one of the ways of gaining approval and winning
marketing experts over is to our marketing services is to ensure that
we create a reward system that is easy and fair to all, and also to
make our starter pack / kit highly affordable. We will also ensure that
at regular intervals we come up with mouthwatering promos that
people who are not interested in marketing will find it difficult to resist.
Terato Global LLC. Will make sure that the right foundation, structures
and processes are put in place to ensure that our staff welfare is well
taken of. Our company&#39;s corporate culture is designed to drive
our business to greater heights and training and retraining of our
workforce is at the top burner of our business strategy.

As a matter of fact, profit-sharing arrangement will be made available
to all our management staff and it will be based on their performance
for a period of three years or more as determined by the board of the
organization. We know that if that is put in place, we will be able to
successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the industry;
they will be more committed to help us build the business of our
dreams.

TERATO

BLOCKCHAIN
ECOSYSTEM

Terato’s Ecosystem enables partnerships, Marketplaces, Collaborations, and Relationships by combining the power of Blockchain, AI and Big
Data, intelligence, AI, Data analytics, Machine Learning Algorithms and Compliant Securities. Terato Eco-system is expanding and it’s allowing
people to understand the concept of one-stop Data Science with its enterprise business solutions. Terato is meant to help people in recognizing AI
and machine learning technology, to acquire new data and verify its counterfeit product information that support prevention of online fraud.
Terato Global LLC. is introducing Blockchain digital currency that support faster global trade across time zones. As we move towards a more
globalized economy we will need more effective protocol to deal with increasing cross border transactions. Traditionally, these transactions can take
days or even weeks to process. Terato is also using Blockchain technology in Marketplaces, Collaborations, and Relationships to automate the
verification process, by eliminating the need for multiple parties to confirm manually. Terato Blockchain technology will continue to increase in speed
as its scale increases.

Based on the results of 2018, next year will definitely support the concept of fully digitizing customer-focusing services; rapid acceptance of Open
Banking, enhanced productivity through augmented and improved process automation, and use of consumption-based IT services and ‘ubiquitous
infrastructure’ models; and meeting regulatory demands to enhance the whole business - by employing best in class data management
methodologies, tools and techniques.

Technologies that will be important in achieving these objectives
include:
• Artificial Intelligence (Machine learning; Deep Learning; Neural
Networks; Pattern Recognition; and, Natural Language Processing)
• Blockchain (for fastest, secured &amp; efficient payment solutions,
and for distributed ledgers)
•
IoT / Ubiquitous Infrastructure (e.g. Cloud, and other
consumption-based IT services)
• Big Data

T-BlockShift:
Research and Development is the right arm of Terato, where
T-BlockShift came into action that focuses on Enterprise grade
technology solutions using the advanced technology platforms like,
Blockchain, Big Data, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence and
IOT. T-BlockShift is focused and working with it’s enterprise academy
in providing Consultation, Training and Development services to
various Terato&#39;s business enterprise operations and
Government sectors.
Technical development center with approximately 26 employees
located in 6 different countries.

BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain technology is meant to secure the distributed public
ledgers that hold absolute data in encrypted way and ensure zero
percent alteration in these transactions. Presently, this type of distributed ledger technology (DLT) is getting more popular in the general
public. And it's being used in departments like real estate, Data
storage, asset management, financial transactions, and many more.
Terato Global LLC. is implementing blockchain and distributed ledger
technology in its marketplace, healthcare and Blockchain Payment
Solution (T-point App). It’s using big data along with machine learning
to analyze bigger and complex data. That is used to uncover hidden
patterns, reveal market trends and identify customer’s preferences for
faster and more accurate results.
In 2019, some blockchain-based payment services are expected to
change because these investments are supported by financial
institutions, banks and other similar companies. According to a survey
conducted by “IBM Institute for Business Value and The Economist
Intelligence unit” there are almost 15% of banks that are expected to
introduce complete commercial blockchain solutions with mass
adopters. Basically, these are rapidly ensuing suit that will bring
almost 65% of banks together by the year 2020. It encourages live
and near-live payment processing solutions and trade finance placements.

Here at Terato Global LLC., we use Blockchain technology that promises to facilitate fast, secure, low-cost international payment processing services (and other transactions) through the use of encrypted
distributed ledgers that provide trusted real-time verification of transactions without the need for intermediaries such as correspondent
banks and clearing houses. Initially Blockchain technology was used
to support only one digital currency, but now its supporting lot more.

1. T-POINT
MOBILE APPLICATIONS
Blockchain Payment Solution (T-point App) is a customized app meant to convert Terato digital currency into shopping points which customers can
use to buy or sell products from the Terato blockchain marketplace. Terato Enterprise Ecosystem empowers merchants, individuals and businesses
with protocol core. Moreover, T-point app enable buyers and sellers to enjoy secure blockchain payment technology. Digital Wallet will be provided
to the users to manage and use digital currency instantly at the online blockchain marketplace.

The Blockchain Payment Solution (T-point App) assists users to create digital wallets and enjoy quick and proficient transactions as compared to
banks and credit cards. Banking transactions have to pass through databases and processing systems that require 2 to 3 days to show up in the
account balance. But, Terato T-point app has made it easy for retailers and shoppers to enjoy fast and secured transactions.
Digital currencies are the future of real-world payment that supports encrypted data and enhance the confidentiality of the payment process.
Terato’s Blockchain Payment Solution (T-point App) allows consumers to store specified amount of T-points into their digital wallets directly on their
phone which they can spend in Terato Blockchain marketplace and healthcare by converting Tera token into T-points.
Terato E-wallet
Normally, when you broadcast data on the mobile or wireless network it increases the risk of interception. But Terato’s E-wallet is providing a secure
space for payment transactions by utilizing the security measures with the help of tech experts who will ensure protected and efficient digital
payments. Terato’s E-wallet allow consumers to convert Tera token into T-points or shopping points. Which you can further use as a digital currency
to shop products or services on Blockchain marketplace and healthcare.

Here we are depicting few benefits of Terato E-wallet:

In the Terato blockchain marketplace venders can enjoy features like
individual Admin panel to manage the store and control customers'
data. This system will make the payment much easier with Tera digital
currency that will be converted into T-points (Tera Points).
Basically, Terato digital currency system is erected and linked with
complete circulation of its features. This circulation fulfils the demands
of all high-tech clients and enable them to acquire benefits from the
basic digital trending and about their reality products. Yes, we can say
it’s the best example of one-stop shop that satisfy the needs of all
clients.
Decentralized Financial Ecosystem:
Terato Blockchain Payment Solution (T-point App) is supporting
decentralized Ecosystem by allowing people to store digital currency
right in their phone that’s safe, easy-to-use and effective financial tool
meant for users and merchants to grow their business. Basically, it’s
an independent platform that support decentralized financial Ecosystem built on 3rd generation Blockchain technology.
Terato Point of Sale
Terato Blockchain Payment Solution (T-point App) is interlinked with
marketplace and it allows users to store, convert, spend, hold, accept
or transfer the digital currency payments for their small businesses. It

empowers users to manage customers and protect their business by
implementing actionable analytics. Moreover, the T-point card will be
issued to users, it's similar to a bank debit card that will be synchronized with the user’s T-point app account. Consumers can simply use
these T-points or Tera token to buy and sell products/services and
later on they can recharge their card from the T-point app.
Terato Peer-2-Peer
Terato Blockchain Payment Solution (T-point App) is completely
secure and user-friendly mobile app that initiates P2P payment transfers. It aids people to create digital wallets, that’s the fastest way to
store, convert and send T-points to your friends and family members.
Moreover, it enables users to shop products or services from Terato
Blockchain marketplace by using T-points.
Terato Payment Data
Retailers or Merchants can buy data by using T-point payment solution that’s meant to see anonymous consumer spending patterns.
Moreover, it enables user to make their customized accounts according to their needs. Terato Blockchain Payment Solution (T-point App)
is promoting safe and secure payment transfers.

2. TERATO BLOCKCHAIN
MARKETPLACE

As the advancement in the technologies across the globe have grasp
the lightning speed over the last 25 years, misuse and ill-treat of
personal data by third-parties has been the biggest cybersecurity
threat. Most of the time, data breaches and hacks occur that
threatened the privacy, security, funds, reputation and identities of
millions of online users. The time has come, for change!
Terato is introducing blockchain marketplace powered by AI and Big
Data to Buy/Sell products and services. We are offering personalized
data intelligence to provide unrivalled shopping experience to our
customers. Terato will amalgamate all the retailers and their
customers, in a creative Blockchain marketplace and generate more
sustainable retail economy where retailers get more opportunities to
earn a profit and shoppers get rewarded based on the overall worth of
data which they own and control.
Actually, Terato blockchain marketplace is one of the most powerful
elements of Terato Ecosystem. It enables customers to find
technology or traditional products. In Terato marketplace, customers
can use T-points or cash to buy and sell products/services. This
feature makes the Terato blockchain marketplace unique and enable
retailers to work from home and avail the opportunities according to
the products they are offering.
When you register with Terato Blockchain marketplace we collect the

personal information you give us such as your name, address, email
address and cell phone number. When users will browse
marketplace, our systems will automatically receive the internet
protocol (IP) address of your computer. This information will help us to
learn in detail the browser or the operating system. Terato will send all
the users the newsletters via email and that will be related to the
company, latest updates and new products.

Blockchain Marketplace
Terato's decentralized marketplace is disrupting platform that ensures
the privacy and security of personal data, induce the trends and
exponential growth of B2B & B2C using AI (Artificial Intelligence) and
Deep-Learning, private transactions, data encryption, low-fee,
anonymity of IP address and to operate without middleman.

Data Management
When users will interact with the Terato blockchain marketplace
Platform or else you will use our Services, we will automatically collect
the following information about you:
Device Information
Terato system will automatically collect all the device-specific informa-

tion just like operating system, its version and also its unique identifiers. Like we can capture name of mobile network that client is using.
Moreover, we subordinate the device identifier with your Terato
marketplace account.

Blockchain technology is integrated in Terato marketplace to power
the next generation of retail business. It enables customers to enjoy
power shopping and artificial intelligence that will make the buying
and selling easy and hassle free.

Location information

Data decentralization: Ecosystem of Terato Global LLC.,works
along with merchants and permit their clients to get ownership and
control of their data in Terato blockchain marketplace.

When the user will add the product on our platform Terato marketplace will automatically collect all the data information and find out
your current location. For this purpose it’s using various technologies
like GPS, IP address, Mobile towers and Wi-Fi access points. This
type of location data will help you to see user items located near you
and enable you to post items within your location.
Client and Log data
Moreover, we store technical details like Internet Protocol (IP)
address of user device, operating system and time zone. Other than
that user’s login details will also be saved in the system like last
password change, registration date type and also the version of the
user's browser.
Clickstream data
Terato marketplace will collect the information about your latest activity on our Platform that include sites from which user is accessing our
Platform, previous searches, date and time of user’s visit, listings, ads
or advertisement banners you have clicked, users interaction with
these posters or listings, time duration of your visit and the order of
products you browse.
Ground breaking improvements in E-market:

Data verification: Terato framework will analyze the data by using
machine learning, neural learning, AI, semantic analysis and image
recognition technology. All these things will help clients to verify
whether the product is genuine or counterfeit.
Security and trust: Terato Global LLC., is empowering people to trust
the online shopping marketplace by using the strengths of blockchain
and AI technology. Blockchain technology will automate the verification process and ensure the dispersion of risk from single proprietor.
AI Driven Automated Catalogs:
Terato blockchain marketplace is introducing AI-powered catalog
management tool with automatic and precise classification. These
catalogs permit customers to enjoy improved product discovery.
The power of Artificial Intelligence
Terato Global LLC. is introducing most advanced AI-powered image
recognition system. It's meant to automatically recognize and
categorizes product catalogs with features like brand, size, style,
color, sleeve type, pattern, length and category. It’s an automated
product tagging tool that extract product attributes of the images at a

fraction of time and cost. Terato blockchain marketplace empowers
disruptive technologies with superior data to unite all the product
information across different channels. This technique will improve the
shopping experience and make the merchandising decisions easy for
customers.
Brands and Retailers
Terato blockchain market place is meant to help the brands in man-

agement, organization and enhancement of their product catalogs
with rich metadata. Product Managers can ensure a unified product
discovery experience for their shoppers that will increase customer
engagement and help in eliminating the bounce rates by using
precise product classification generated by Terato's AI algorithms.
Merchandising teams can tailor collections and creative theme pages
with style, occasion, season and more. By availing teams can make
decisions about a variety of planning and forecasting.

Personalized Marketing
Terato’s interactive and innovative
marketing tool powered by Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence enhance the
vision of Marketers and Merchandisers for effective marketing with coomerce
driven text, rich graphics, videos and compelling emails.

Buy on Livestream
Terato enables innovative
way of buy and selling by
connecting each other in
real-time with
live-streamed interactive
videos.

Tailored Web Pages
Power up brands
dedicated pages or app
by giving an interactive
touch with highly
interactive graphics and
actionable videos,
category page, and
thematic pages.

Targeted ADS
Our conversion
intelligence marketing tool
enables sellers to target
shoppers with interactive
coomerce driven text, rich
graphics, videos ads and
compelling emails.

Next-Generation Emerging Markets:
Terato Global LLC., support next generation emerging markets that will Boost Business Growth and trust of people by using Conversion Intelligence. Its offering
blockchain multi-vender e-commerce ecosystem. Actually, it’s endowing people and businesses by combining the power of blockchain, analytical intelligence
and Big data. Terato blockchain marketplace is focused on retailers and shoppers and support them in different ways.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Here in Terato Blockchain marketplace basic technologies we are
using machine learning and AI. Moreover, this marketplace is based
on a range of algorithms. Some of them are mentioned below:
Product matches Algorithm:
Terato is using machine learning technology for product
recommendation along with its matching algorithm that rely on large
extents of data. These are two essential stages of the algorithm:
In this algorithm process data is collected from various data sources
(user inputs, user knowledge, product popularity, etc.) that will
suggest best-match products to users by considering their interests.
Moreover, this algorithm will help user to find out the best alternatives
related to the selected item. Its purpose is to suggest customers
about price-to-quality ratio. This algorithm is meant to read the blueprint of the product based on that it will give suggestions to users of
related product present in our database.
Value-prediction algorithm:
Terato marketplace is also using a Value prediction algorithm. We are
developing two main areas of this value added predictive model:
Current product value estimation:
Terato is using value prediction algorithm that assists in correct
estimation of product price. It requires machine learning methods
that’s sophisticated, gradient boosting, random forests, deep NNs,etc.

Future product value prediction:
This predictive model actually focuses on the price of products in this
course of time. This model is actually based on different types of
machine learning methods. Terato marketplace will approach the
problem in regard of time series prediction and then it will evaluate
different methods and distance functions that’s suitable for the current
task. We have started with ensembles of predictive clustering trees for
time series prediction (coupled with quantitative distances, dynamic
time warping distance, and cosine similarity). We will also use other
standard methods used for time series prediction (forecasting).
Chatbot
Initially Terato marketplace used some already existing chatbot
frameworks that will provide basic chat box functionality to the
website. After testing this feature we will introduce a branch of chatbot
framework that will be developed under Terato. It will help us to
introduce some extra features in our customized chatbot to satisfy our
customers. Our first chatbot will be used to guide people about the
product discovery, but we will develop a framework that will be easy to
train additional interactions.
The main concept of blockchain technology is decentralization and
transparency. Here in Terato marketplace, we are using this
technology to make the world of commerce more transparent.
Currently we are developing various blockchain features that will be
further implemented into our available products.

Decentralized sale on the blockchain:
Terato is developing a system that protects the transaction and
maintain secrecy between two parties. We are using smart contracts
as an intermediary between the buyer and seller. Actually, smart
contract will withhold the payments until both parties will set a mutual
agreement and finalize terms related to the product.
Decentralized loyalty:
Terato Marketplace is setting up the loyalty infrastructure, but in a
decentralized manner. Terato marketplace will enable users to join the
loyalty (rewarder or recipient) with us as a loyalty value holder.

3. TERATO HEALTH

Terato is introducing AI and IoT based healthcare mobile app that’s empowered with our customized smart devices, including health monitoring
systems, wearable and other smart tools. Terato healthcare is striving to invigorate old healthcare devices with IoT and modern technology. Terato’s
healthcare app can sync with all Terato smart healthcare devices (Blood pressure monitor, glucose monitor, etc.) and enable users to view, record,
share and track their health updates in the mobile application.

Terato will enable Health care providers to securely store the medical
ecords of their patients’ by using blockchain technology. Medical
records are generated and signed, through blockchain that will be
used as a proof in the future. No one can change or alter these medical records as these personal details will be encoded and stored in
the blockchain by using a private key that will ensure its privacy.
Terato is devoted to help people lead healthier lives. Our goal is to
make it easy for people of all ages to actively manage their health and
track health conditions on a regular basis by using smart devices and
mobile app.

health vitals. It will become possible by connecting the data through
the cloud, users can see inclusive view of their health vitals and from
there they can share this information with the healthcare professionals.

For this Terato is designing and manufacturing customer friendly,
smart, innovative and mobile personal healthcare products that will
be connected with the Terato healthcare mobile application. We are
introducing easy-to-use devices and healthcare app that will make it
easy for users to accurately measure, share and track a full range of

Initially, Terato is offering smart devices that include blood pressure
monitors and blood glucose monitors. These devices are specially
designed to get connected with a Terato healthcare mobile app Via
Bluetooth. That will make it simple for users to easily monitor, view,
share, track, and store his/her health vitals.

Moreover, users, doctors and physicians will get notifications about
the latest health conditions of the user based on that Doctors can
suggest medications to the user. This mobile application will also
suggest user about the nearest possible healthcare centers, doctors
and physicians in case of emergency.

Terato will enable Health care providers to securely store the medical
records of their patients’ by using blockchain technology. Medical
records will be generated and signed, through blockchain that will be
used as a proof in the future. No one can change or alter these
medical records as these personal details will be encoded and stored
in the blockchain by using a private key that will ensure its privacy.

simply connect these Bluetooth-enabled mobile Glucometer device
with the app that will allow you to record all the data in the form of
graphs by using Artificial intelligence and blockchain technology. It will
allow users to keep their physicians updated about their medical
condition.
Blood Pressure monitor:

In this app we are introducing a new concept of integrating the
medical apparatus with the app that will enable users to upload their
medical data. Just like you can integrate smart health devices with
Terato healthcare app like:
Glucometer:
The Terato Healthcare app will enable users to measure and record
their glucose levels by using smart Gluco-Monitoring System. You can

The Terato Healthcare app will also permit users to screen High-accuracy blood pressure by using smart wireless wrist blood pressure
monitor. This device will automatically detect the blood pressure and
provides an instant color-coded results. After that, all the Blood pressure readings and pulse trends with intuitive charts will be stored on
the secure Terato Healthcare app. Then all the data will be shared
with your doctor or physician in the form of graphs or spreadsheet
right from your smartphone.

What is IoT in Healthcare?
Before discussing about tearto healthcare app it’s important to
understand the concept of IoT in healthcare. IoT smart devices
support machine to machine interactions and machine to human
interaction. Moreover, these smart healthcare devices consist of
built-in sensors that perfectly collect data for extra analysis and action.
There are so many companies developing internet of things and
offering remarkable IoT based health monitoring systems, wearable,
tools, and mobile healthcare apps. These smart devices makes use of
real-time data that offer momentous information to the users.
Main function of these devices is to enable tracking, monitoring, and
management to improve speed, precision and planning of doctors
about patient’s health. This type of proficient data actually provides
better judgment and reduce the overall risks to make mistakes.

Terato Healthcare app:
Terato healthcare app will collect user’s health data and then notify
doctors and physicians about the health conditions of user. By
analyzing this data doctors and physicians can prescribe medicines
or advice the user to follow proper diet plans. This mobile application
will also suggest user about the nearest possible healthcare centers,
doctors and physicians in case of emergency.
We will also develop the application for physician to check the health
status of the user and prescribe them medicines accordingly.
Presently, IoT is gaining more attention and traction in the healthcare
sector. These electronic smart devices are meant to capture and
monitor data connected over cloud and capture private or public data.

Everything You Need in One App:

Stay Up-to-Date on Your Health:

This app allows user to view and share their medical data with
physicians.
User can check and maintain their blood pressure simply by using
Smart BP devices.
User can take notes about health condition and activities with each
measurement.
Store results in a digital logbook.

This app will show real-time results and trends of user’s health.

All these medical smart instruments will be connected via Bluetooth
with the Terato healthcare app and then it will create health graphs for
clients by using artificial intelligence. It will send notifications to the
physicians and update him about your health status. On the basis of
this blockchain data doctor will give you prescriptions.

Terato is also implementing IoT in healthcare sector that will offer
personalized medicine. Basically IoT helps in the integration of
production process and automate processes from sales order to
workstation. By Implementing IoT and AI technology in the healthcare
sector we can make it easy for people to enhance their experience.

User can easily set reminders to check their blood pressure.
This healthcare app will allow user to export blockchain data as PDF,
CSV and XLS. Moreover, user can share this data with doctor and
physicians.

3. TERATO
ENTERPRISE ACADEMY
Here at Terato Global, LLC we are offering professional Training services through webinar that help people to grasp knowledge. Moreover Terato is
training people about cutting-edge enterprise technologies; "IoT, AI, Blockchain, Big Data, Data Science and more". Terato enables clients to get all
the required information with easy data accessibility. Our experts are working diligently to build a strong media center for all members. Where you
can access all business announcements, Business PDF documents including legal, up-coming and past events details, complete education
platform to attend classes to learn; how you can increase your member network to earn more, and quality for rewards.
Terato Global, LLC allows you to become a part of a diverse approach to learn and gain knowledge to improve their businesses. We are assisting
people via webinar training sessions to transform themselves, their teams and their organizations. This will enable you to be more impactful on
clients. Terato will enable you to make the most of your resources, talent, energy, ideas and enjoy yourself while doing all this work. In the near future
we are planning to expand these live training sessions in our Blockchain Enterprise Academy.

Schedule your Training Session now:
As always, learning is a never ending stage in any age. Terato has set
up Tera Academy, for its prestigious members, to schedule sessions
for better education.
These sessions are held with industry's top experts. Value of learning
tactics, strategies for your network, how to boost your earnings, or
even, when and how to trade by using T-points. Don't let yourself stuck
and start session with our experts now.

trainers have already worked in similar environments, and know how
to face related challenges in these conditions.
Terato Enterprise Academy:
Topics of Terato Enterprise Academy is focused on skill-building for
personal, professional and financial growth. Our online webinars and
live training sessions are open to association members and future
members.
Expert Hosts

Training will help things to click:
Here at Terato you will get a chance to explore new ways and tactics
to become successful in a challenging business environment. Infect
this approach will enable you to achieve a competitive edge over
others and earn more profit in your business. Professional trainers will
help you to take a lead role in your development and become more
efficient in your work.
What makes us different from others?
Here at Terato Global, LLC we offer professional services that help
people to grasp knowledge and get a training about enterprise technologies; that include "IoT, AI, Blockchain, Big Data, Data Science
and more".
Terato consist of highly experienced trainers and specialists for
providing services that help it to stand out from the competition. These

Webinars of Terato Enterprise Academy are hosted by training
professionals or topic experts to provide the highest-quality experience for our members and future members.
Training Presentation and Q&A
Each one-hour webinar at Terato Enterprise Academy consists of a
training presentation followed by an interactive Q&A session with live
attendees.
Year-Round Access
Webinars of Terato Enterprise Academy are recorded and made
available to our members in the member dashboard for evergreen
access to a wealth of content. Log into your account to access past
webinars.

